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International Convention: 2020  

Bidding Process: 

Parties interested in bidding to host the 2020 Convention should submit bids by Friday 30th October 

2018 by email to the Secretary General – keith.newton@ciltinternational.org 

The proposals will be reviewed by the Trustees in early November. The decision on the final venue 

will be based on the following criteria – 

 

Cost:  

This includes cost of flights to the host country and local travel from airport, cost 

of hotels, cost of conference etc. Potential sponsorship needs to be considered 

and factored in to the bid. 

30% 

 

Ability of host to organise the conference: 

This includes funding, management, staffing, venue etc. The ability to manage the 

cash flow risks and overall financial risk. The administrative capability of the 

bidding country. 

 

25% 

 

Ease of obtaining visas: 

It is important that visitors from all CILT countries can easily obtain visas and the 

process required needs to be researched and described in the bid 

15% 

 

Ease of Travel: 

How easy is it to reach the location including availability of flights, distance from 

airports etc. 

10% 

 

Places of Interest:  

Are there sufficient locations close to the location for the partners and those who 

wish to extend their stay. 

10% 

 

Rotation Factor:  

The geography of recent hosting  of the Convention 

10% 
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Details required to support the bid are as follows: 

 

 

1. The Event Programme 

The programme should cover 3 days with an optional 4th day for a local & visit programme. The 

example programme from 2017 is enclosed but there is flexibility to allow variation. The 

programme is not set in stone and variation on the structure is encouraged. A theme or 

structure to the event is encouraged to enable a focus on outside speakers and a reason fro 

attending apart from CILT business and engagement. 

 The key programme elements with an indicative structure are - 

Day Zero: IMC meeting and preparation 

Day One: Arrival and booking in of delegates, country delegation meetings with individual 

councils and Trustees, evening reception for all delegates. 

Women in Logistics & Young Professional Stream programmes. We would like to enable 

delegates to do both so your plans should enable that. 

Day Two: Opening event & presentations. A Speaker programme for all delegates with 

workshops for part of the day split between 2 or 3 main focus areas – Education, Strategy and 

Membership. Evening should be an informal event including a meal for all delegates with a local 

flavour or theme. 

Day Three: Main International business for all delegates in morning with opportunity for outside 

speakers if desired. Afternoon technical visits either off site or best practice sessions on 

conference site. Evening President’s Dinner for all delegates and local dignitaries. 

Day Four: A Country conference if relevant and can be provided or technical visits can also be 

scheduled on a 4th day. 

Partners programme – There needs to be a provision for partners who attend but will not 

attend the day conference programme. This can simply be advice and help on places to visit or 

an organised programme. The variation from a full organised programme to a selection of places 

and activities that partners and families coming with delegates can choose from depends on the 

convention venue and location, safety in travel externally and ease and affordability of seeing 

the local sights. 

2. Delegate Numbers & the Venue 

Plan for 150 International delegates and 30/50 local delegates. Need to be able to offer main 4 

star hotel for delegates with an option of a cheaper budget hotel close by also for some 

delegates. Main hotel will need main meeting room to house 250 people and 2 other large 



 
 

 
 

rooms for stream meetings to house at least 80 people. Three to four smaller meeting rooms are 

also needed at times in the programme. There will need to be a permanent office for the 

convention administration team and a reception area for booking in delegates and dealing with 

queries throughout the convention. The main hotel should be able to cater for all delegates to 

have buffet style meals and the main Presidents dinner should sit 200 diners. If there are more 

local delegates & guests attending adjust accordingly. 

3. Organisation & Managing Delegate bookings, Visas and Ease of travel to the venue 

It is advisable to consider engaging a professional event organiser at least 6 months ahead of the 

convention.  This event organiser should be selected by a tender process – see section 6. A web 

site for information and bookings need to be available 5 months before the event and there has 

to be staffing to handle bookings in the months up to the event itself. Delegates need to be able 

to book on line with queries answered and this will cover travel to and from the event and also 

options to stay on and tour the area. There will need to be administrative support for delegates 

needing visas which can be a complex task depending on your country rules. This needs to be 

provided for with letters of invitation provided early and promptly.  Ideally there should be flight 

packages (see sponsorship section) offered for the event and travel to and from the airport will 

need to be managed by the event organiser. Delegates will book from at least 25 different 

countries so the ability to handle payments internationally needs to be created. Cash receipts 

should be discouraged but inevitably there will need to be an ability to do this at the event itself. 

The booking system for delegates needs to be open for bookings ideally by December 1st 2019 

with links to the hotel booking system at the agreed hotel rates. The delegate booking system 

needs to have a payment system link so that payments can be made direct by individual 

delegates. There also needs to be a facility to receive group bookings from CILT countries and 

that process needs to be defined by December 1st 2019. 

4. Reception desk at the event 

The local team will need to man the reception desk with a minimum of 2 people from 7.30am to 

8pm during the convention to book delegates in, handle cash receipts, manage sign up to 

events, manage hotel interaction, organise travel and tourist trips by delegates.  

5. Convention Management & Administration 

The Local country take ownership of the event once started and will need a coordinator in 

addition to the reception staff to manage the wider programme and handle the relationship with 

the hotel. Administration support will also need to be provided to assist the convention 

programme – equipment and room facilities, photocopying, IT support for presentations and 

delegates’ difficulties etc. 

6. Indicative costs & budgets 

The cashflow of the event needs to be mapped ad understood as costs of hotels and venue will 

need to be part guaranteed before delegate money is received. The financial risk of the event is 

the responsibility of the bidding country, not International. 



 
 

 
 

A successful model involves a tender and awarding process to identify a professional event 

organiser. The negotiated rates will vary depending on location and country. Often they would 

take a flat fee per delegate to be negotiated, a 5% or negotiated fee per hotel room booked and 

an agreed margin on any tourist packages taken up. Similarly a hotel needs to be identified 

either by bidding or by a selection process and room and meal deals negotiated. This drives the 

delegate price. Package prices to include dinners and visit costs but excluding travel into and out 

of the convention should be created and a booking process established. A consideration of cash 

flow is recommended as often hotels will want to take deposits on room bookings ahead of 

delegates booking and paying. Hotels will need to be booked 6 to 12 months in advance. 

Delegate rates will need to have a mark up applied .This mark up covered other convention 

administration costs such as transport between office and event, cost of marketing materials, 

sound & visuals etc. Detailed budgets from previous conventions can be supplied on request by 

the Secretary General. 

Sponsorship 

The financial success of the convention will be helped by attracting local sponsorship from 

companies locally with the draw of an international audience and the seniority of the delegates 

arriving. This will enabling pricing to maximise the potential number of delegates attending. 

Particularly sponsorship by the national airline will help delegates to be able to afford to attend. 

Risk and Accountability 

Bidding countries should only bid recognising that the financial risk of the convention is the 

responsibility of the country. International will provide advice & support but the financials 

including the delegate and hotel pricing and the costs of running the event are entirely the 

responsibility of the country organisation. This should be forecast and managed from the start 

and the bid itself needs to describe how the financial success of the conference will be 

guaranteed. 

 

International Secretariat 

February 2018 


